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Tankers
Comments

VLCC

Working the VLCC market at present, can seem like being uninvited to a party and resorting to looking through the windows. While

other markets ebb and flow, ours remain somewhat subdued. However, for owners, some optimism should remain. At the time of

writing, there are plenty of cargoes looking for transport. A pickup in activity (72 MEG cargoes, and we only fixing mid-month

laycans) and many owners slow steaming is thinning the position list in both Atlantic and Fuj, (albeit mainly the modern-Approved-

scrubbered vessels). 

With the MEG paying up to WS 42.5, some charterers may look to older/handicapped, and of those, plenty remain. The Atlantic is

the realm of those who can – a premium of USD 200+ for low over high sulphur bunkers pricing out the unscrubbered. It feels the

VL’s in need of a little trickle-up economics.

 
 
Suezmax

A two-tier market (Russia and the rest) still persists but that doesn't mean all other markets are dull. Far from it. The Atlantic, and in

particular the US Gulf, continues to spew out transatlantic enquiry with rates trading at a minimum 145kt x WS 95+. A tight natural

list coupled with steady Wafr enquiry is applying further pressure to TD20 which looks like it will touch high WS 90's before too

long. In the East, Kozmino has become the latest Suezmax hotspot with a number of ships being held in the East by this type of

short haul business. A north China run trades about USD 950k, but further cannibalizations is expected and may touch USD 900k

by next week. MEG/East is the enigma. It's been deathly quiet with very little enquiry working in the open market. MEG/China

trades WS 90 flat.

 
 
Aframax

Rates in the Nsea and Baltic are firming on the back of continued activity ex Baltic where tonnage supply is minimal for any

cargoes being lifted ex Russian ports. Rates in the Nsea are also under upward pressure for those looking for coverage for a lay can

up to the 8th of April. Going forward, we expect the market to remain firm as we still expect more enquiries in the current fixing

window. 

From a slight softening trend in the Med/Bsea last week, we have seen rates pick up again on the back of a tighter tonnage list.

Increased cargo activity also supporting same. CPC outage still lagging, and quite a few owners still reluctant to entertain Bsea

business. We expect the market to remain steady/firm in the short run.

 
 
Rates

Dirty (Spot WS 2021)

MEG/WEST (280 000) WS 21.0 1.0 

MEG/Japan (280 000) WS 41.5 5.5 

MEG/Singapore (280 000) WS 41.5 5.0 

WAF/FEAST (260 000) WS 41.0 4.0 

WAF/USAC (130 000) WS 90.0 15.0 

Sidi Kerir/W Med (135 000) WS 92.5 0.0 

N. Afr/Euromed (80 000) WS 140.0 5.0 

UK/Cont (80 000) WS 145.0 20.0 

Caribs/USG (70 000) WS 205.0 40.0 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

VLCC (Modern) $21000.0 $0 

Suezmax (Modern) $15500.0 $0 

Aframax (Modern) $19500.0 $0 

VLCC

VLCCs fixed in all areas last week 49 -13 

VLCCs available in MEG next 30 days 187 -2 

1 Year T/C Crude

 

 
 

Dry Bulk
Comments

Capesize

The market has gone from bad to worse as activity in the East has slowed down and the Atlantic tonnage list are building up. The

increasing volumes out of Brazil is helping, but still not sufficient to give enough support to change sentiment. The war is still

making a huge impact for the segment and the Atlantic is suffering down 38% w-o-w compared to “only” down by 17% in the

Pacific. On a more positive note, we do expect more iron ore cargoes out of Brazil for April, thus we are slightly positive for the

week to come.

 
 
Panamax

The week was a week of red ink for the Panamax market as markets continued to ease with all routes seemingly under pressure.

Asia was said by some to be softening on the longer round trips rather than free falling, whereas the short Indonesian round trips

remained well gapped on the bid/offer spread. The Atlantic was a mixed bag of rates on fixtures reported but overall, the tone was

weaker.

Some representative fixtures this week:

The CIC Epos (79,528/2014) Safi 6 April was placed on subjects by Oldendorff for a trip via Kamsar redelivery Stade at USD

30,000. 

The scrubber fitted Yangze 17 (82,265/2020) delivery aps EC South America 1-10 April fixed for a trip to Red Sea at USD 50,350 to

Louis Dreyfus with the scrubber benefit going to owners. 

The CK venture (82,269/2012) Rotterdam 30-31 March was placed on subjects for a trip via North France option North Brazil/NC

South America redelivery Far East at an unconfirmed rate in the low USD 38,000’s via France and low USD 37,000’s via Brazil/NC

South America rumoured to Olam. 

The Evomarine controlled CL Geneva (85,228/2021) Flushing early April was rumoured placed on subjects for a transatlantic round

at a rate close to USD 29/30,000 but little else emerged. 

Despina V (80,734/2018) Jorf Lasfar prompt for a trip via NC South America redelivery Gibraltar-Skaw range at USD 32,500. 

Klaveness secured on subjects the Yarra Star (82,624/2008) retro sailing Haldia 11 March for a trip via EC South America redelivery

Indonesia at USD 28,000. 

The Indus Victory (92,871/2013) Lanshan 29 March fixed with unnamed Japanese charterers for a trip via North China redelivery

Japan at USD 28,000. 

Cemtex Sincerity (82,200/2018) Onahama prompt agreed a rate of USD 30,500 for a trip via EC Australia redelivery India with

Bainbridge Navigation.

 
 
Supramax

Supramax and Ultramax are losing grounds across the board. We could see the shift in rates from strong Pacific to weaker Atlantic.

The Pacific market has dropped quite substantially. Last week fixtures were reported for 63,000 dwt delivering SE Asia at USD

43,000 pd for a trip via Indonesia to South China, and smaller Supra of 56,000 dwt delivering Singapore was done at USD 44,000

pd. This week charterers rating tonnage in the low/mid USD 30,000 pd for Pacific trips. Trip from China to Atlantic still paying

premium in the USD 40,000 pd. The Atlantic is improving, mainly due to ECSA and USG cargos inquiry increased. We see rates

reported delivery ECSA for TCT to Mediterranean USD 58,000 pd, while USEC is paying much less. Ultramax ballast from Continent

fixed USD 38,000 pd APS Baltimore for trip to Med. Scrap cargo from Continent increased to USD 25,000 pd from high USD

10,000 pd. Front haul from Black Sea and Continent around USD 30,000 pd on Supra with small premium for Ultramax.

 
 
Rates

Capesize (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

TCE Cont/Far East (180 DWT) $30,520 -$1,530 

Australia – China $10.7 -$1.0 

Pacific RV $15,537 -$4,121 

Panamax (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

Transatlantic RV $27,585 $4,175 

TCE Cont/Far East $33,750 -$1,295 

TCE Far East/Cont $26,255 $859 

TCE Far East RV $28,122 -$4,766 

Supramax (USD/Day)

Atlantic RV $27,064 -$506 

Pacific RV $30,529 -$2,942 

TCE Cont/Far East $24,767 $2,359 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

Newcastlemax (208 000 dwt) $35,750 -$1,250 

Capesize (180 000 dwt) $28,500 -$500 

Kamsarmax (82 000 dwt) $30,000 -$1,000 

Panamax (75 000 dwt) $27,000 -$1,500 

Ultramax (64 000 dwt) $31,000 $0 

Supramax (58 000 dwt) $27,500 -$1,500 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI) $2,369

1 Year T/C Dry Bulk

 

 
 

Gas
Chartering

EAST  

We continue to see shipping activity in the East, and the fixing window has shifted to last decade April basis MEG. Freight rates

remain firm with last done reported around USD 63-64 Baltic, and owners targeting USD 65+ for next deals. There is still interest for

shipping from outside regions such as Wafr and USG, and as such we expect the current momentum seen on freight to continue.

WEST  

The West market is alive, it’s firm and it will be for the foreseeable future. We are counting between 35 to 40 odd spot fixtures for

April and what were seemingly potential April hangover positions last week, have basically all been wiped out.  

Fixing focus is on first half May where there are already a handful of deals done in the USD 105-110 range Houston/Chiba basis and

mid to high USD 50s Houston/Flushing basis.  

Northwest Europe has seen some twelve VLGC cargoes imported in March and in all likelihood, it is expected that a similar number

of vessels will be heading to the region during April. Under normal circumstances, that many vessels heading to NWE during a

single month could imply that freight may be taking a hit, however, as long as the same amount of cargoes are imported on VLGCs

to NWE, it will keep the market on a leash.

 
 
LPG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Month)

VLGC (84 000 cbm) $950,000 $150,000


LGC (60 000 cbm) $750,000 $0 

MGC (38 000 cbm) $910,000 $0 

HDY SR (20-22 000 cbm) $700,000 $10,000 

HDY ETH (17-22 000 cbm) $800,000 $10,000 

ETH (8-12 000 cbm) $510,000 $0 

SR (6 500 cbm) $460,000 $0 

COASTER Asia $280,000 $0 

COASTER Europe $340,000 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Propane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $792 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $895 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $720 -$48 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $830 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Butane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $851 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $920 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $691 -$81 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $860 $0 

 
LNG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Day)

East of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $37,000 $0 

West of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $45,000 $6,000 

1 Year T/C 155-160 000 cbm $102,500 $0 

 
 

Newbuilding
Activity Levels

Tankers Increasing Increasing

Dry Bulkers Increasing Increasing

Others Strong Strong

 
Prices

VLCC $112.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $77.5 $0.0 

Aframax $62.5 $0.0 

Product $42.0 $0.0 

Newcastlemax $64.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $36.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $34.0 $0.0 

LNGC (MEGI) (cbm) $220.0 $0.0 

 
 

Sale & Purchase
Prices

Dry (5 yr)

Capesize $47.5 $0.5 

Kamsarmax $35.5 $0.5 

Ultramax $35.0 $0.0 

Dry (10 yr)

Capesize $32.5 $0.5 

Kamsarmax $26.5 $1.0 

Ultramax $27.0 $0.0 

Wet (5 yr)

VLCC $74.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $49.0 $1.0 

Aframax / LR2 $45.0 $0.0 

MR $31.0 $1.0 

Wet (10 yr)

VLCC $51.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $35.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $32.0 $4.0 

MR $22.0 $2.0 

 
 

Market Brief
Exchange Rates

USD/JPY 118.50 2.53 

USD/KRW 1235.50 7.25 

USD/NOK 8.92 -0.03 

EUR/USD 1.10 0.00 

 
Interest Rates

LIBOR USD (6 months) 1.50% 0.07% 

NIBOR NOK (6 months) 1.96% 0.05% 

 
Commodity Prices

Brent Spot $110.00 -$9.00 

 
Bunkers Prices

Singapore 380 CST $693.0 $57.5 

Singapore Gasoil $1,128.0 $39.0 

Rotterdam 380 CST $685.0 $24.0 

Rotterdam Gasoil $1,189.5 $81.5 

 

 

 
All rates published in this report do not necessarily reflect actual transactions occurring in the market. Certain estimates may be

based on prevailing market conditions. In some circumstances, rates for certain vessel types are based on theoretical assumptions

of premium or discount for particular vessel versus other vessel types.
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